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About the "Super Issue

Mary Rose Tool Drawings

Our suggestion in X-2 that we might
run a super issue to celebrate B-ARS'
tenth birthday produced a number of
fine pieces, most of which appear
in X-3 and X-4. There was not cuite
enough material for the purpose and
your editor's inability to properly
develop the project has resulted in
a no show. We are sorry about this
and we thank all our contributors.

EAIA will offer in its Fall/winter
Book List a group of four 16?;" X
11 3/4" (nlus a 1" border) plates
of archeological working drawings
of tools recoered from the luth C.
warshin,- ary Pose. Two of thee
nlates feature planes of great interest to anyone concerned with the
evolution of the wooden plane. Eight
tools in 28 views including sections are shown. There are three
planes, a hollow, a fenced rabbet(?)
and a jack or jointer. The plane
pictures alone are worth the $16.50
cost. Write to John Watson, Treasurer
ETA, Box 2128 Empire State Plaza
Station, Albany, N.Y. 12220. If
you are not an EAIA member, identify yourself as belonging to B-ARS.
May we also suggest that you are
missing much if you do not belong
to EAIA. Single memberships are
$18.00, also through John Watson.

Back files (well, several stacks of
pasteboard cartons) contain material
originally intended for publication.
This includes notes and other contributions from the membership and a
good deal of, as yet unorganized,
information gathered by the editor.
When and if we can get this -laterial
sorted and arranged we will pass it
to Emil Pollak, the new editor.
We suggest, however that if we have
not yet published your net picture,
piece or paragraph, you send a copy
to Emil so as to insure editorial
notice.
Emil's address: 14 Glenbrook Dr.
Mendham, N.J. 07945.

VOL XI, No. 1 is scheduled for
larch 15, 1987. The new editorial
team will be pleased to receive any
short articles, information on
sightings, or other material of interest to the membership. Roger
Smith's address is on the Masthead
of this issue. Emil Pollak's
address is: 14 Glenbrook Drive,
Mendham, N.J. 07945.
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J. Stephens Abbot, who had been
apprenticed to Frothingham and Lording, chaise builders, in 5a1em,Massachusetts, joined Downing's staff
of six to twelve people in 1826 and
became a partner from 1827 to 1847,
When the partnership was dissolved.
Downing and Sons, formed in 1847,
operated at another location in
Concord until 1865 when the two
sons arranged a merger with the
Abbot Company.

A COACHMAKER'S RABBET PLANE
by

Dick Martin.

This coachmaker's rabbet
plane, made by P. Sargent, Concord, N. H., bears the initials
(J.S.A.) of J. Stephens Abbot of
the Abbot-Downing Company of Concord, N. H., makers of the famous
Concord Coach. Since this is a
carriae III1 ers plane gade in Concord, it s-ems safe to assume that
it belonged to and was used by J.
Stephens Abbot.

The first Concord Coach was
built, and purchased by an inn in
ury, N. H., in 1827. At its
Sal
peak in 1880-1890 the company employed 250 men and manufactured
nearly 2000 vehioles annually.
The products of this company were
sold throughout the United States
and in many foreign countries. In
the latter part of the 19th century
and the early part of the 20th
century it suffered from the rapid
expansion of railroad transportation and from the introduction of
trucks and automobiles. It also
failed to make a satisfactory
transition from handicraft methods
to the methods of mass production.

"Instruments of Change," New
Hampshire hand tools and their
makers 1.900-190, a catalog of the
recent tool exhibit at the New Hampshire Historical Society in Concord,
N. H., records other planes made by
P. Sargent. These planes bear the
initials of carriacre makers who
were employed at the J. Stephens
Abbot shop and the Abbot-Downing Co.
JLF John L. French
CPV Charles P. Virgin
CHA Charles H. Adams
Each of these men worked for
the company for about forty years
during the last half of the century.
P. Sargent (1790-1858), who
made the planes, came to Concord
from Bow, N. H., about 1827. After
1844 he is listed as a "plane maker"
in directories. He may also have
made planes between 1827 and 1844
while he served as a surveyor of
lumber in Concord.
TheJ.S.A. plane, which must
have been made during the 1927-1858
period, is a relic of a most interesting bit of transportation history.
Lewis DowninF, a wheelwriht advertised in 1913 "the opening of a shop
which would 'sell waggons which he
will sell as cheap as can be bought'
Lewis Downing's (b.1792)
business which eventually became the
Abbot-Downing Company was begun with
a capital of about $100 in tools and
060 in cash."(1) Working alone he
completed his first wagon in 1913.

Although it made the first
gasoline powered Concord Truck in
1916 its production in 1919 was
only 53. It lacked "a national
marketing organization, anj encounter(ed) trouble in holding its
managerial and engineering staff".
(2) In 1925 the corporation was
dissolved. The Wells Fargo Compapy
bought the last remaining asset,
the Abbot-Downing name, seeking
"thereby to perpetuate a great
corporate identity in the history
of America's West ..
As long
as the memory of horse '‘rawn transportation is kept alive, the name
of Abbot-Downing will represent
the best of an era." (3)
1. Scheiber, Harry Y., Coach, Wagon
and Motor Muck Manufacture, 18131928: The Abbot-Downing Company of
Concord. Historical New Hamrshire,
Vol.xx, No. 3 (Autumn 1965)
2. Ibid, p. 23
3. Ibid, p. 24-25
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An Unusual Snipe Bill
by Jim Blower

Found In
Toronto, Ont.

Plane Is
Beech Boxed
With Boxwood.

'lade by Currie, Glasgow, scotland

7aker's Name
On Both Ends

THE CENSUS CORNER. - Larry Brundage
More Findings From The Empire State.
An interesting entry in the 1850 census of Monroe County, Rochester,
6th Ward, nage 304 was:
Evan Evans
Lydia Evans
Wm. H. "
John
Franklin"
Mary
Evan
Peter Robinson
David Smith
James Evans

40
planemaker, R.E. value $1,000
34
15
9
5
3
3 months (a future planemaker
18
planemaker
18
planemaker
44
planemaker

born

N.Y.
N.Y.
N.Y.
N.Y.
N.Y.
N.Y.
N.Y.
N.Y.
N.Y.
N.Y.

The following were also noted in Pochester:
page
page
page
page
nage
nage

349
342
348
354
348
338

James S. Benton
Richard James
Josiah Brigden
Freeman Chapin
Samuel Crane
Henry H. Knapp
Hannah

page 338
Roll 514

" wife 26

RinEnt4esson

page 271

45
23
22
46
41
36

93

planemaker P.E. $6,000 b. N.Y.
b. England
nlanemaker
planemaker P.E. $1,200 b. England
edgetool manuf. P.E.$800b. nass.
R.E. $3,500 b. Conn.
manuf ?
b.Mass. Detroit?
nlanemaker
when
b. N.Y.
planemaker (see above?)

2rnand

Watertown

29
P.E. $1,000 b. N.Y. Living with him
carpenter
Lorenza Case
and his family was Samuel Adams 17 toolmaker born in England.
Write Mr. Brundage with queries and additional information at :
92625
701 Narcissus Avenue, Corona Del Mar, Calif.
or in care of Plane Talk.

111,

Back Issues
Volumes VI through X continue in
stock at $10.00 per volume. If you
want to fill in your run of Plane
Talks send your check with the numbers of the Volumes desired to:
M.J. Sayward
60 Harvest Lane
Levittown, N.Y. 11756
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who was Fosdick?
by John Haltmeyer
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////This plow plane has early
features such as 101
/
2" length,
wide flat chamfers and a dovetailed wood stop. The fence
is adjustable and has cast
brass fittings for the adjusting screws. The body
is beech and the fence, stop
and wedge are birch.

An Unusual Find
by Ery Schaffer
Wedge is from a filetster
plane that is marked C.
ALLEN (inc) in lettering
/
2" by
0.2" high. Plane is 91
1.8" wide and of beech. The
wedge doesn't match the
wedge finial shape renorted
by Pollak. Length is more
C.1800 that typical C.ALLEN
planes. A later version?
Wedge anpears original or a
very early replacement.
Blade angle is 48° . No mark
on blade. Flat chamfer on
plane body with stop changer
at ends. Single owner'
mark JFL (inc) on heel of
plane body. Fence on base is
attached by screws and fence
has steel plate reinforcing
screw penetration slots.
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SETH SAYS:
In collecting old tools I continue to be fascinated by sets that
have been unmolested since the last user put them down perhaps a
Dan
inspiration
is my old friend
Probably
my
ago.
century
Hopping. Dan is an architect who headed a WPA survey team on the
1930's. They had almost
the
in
Long Island
of
eastern end
finished making measured drawings of the Dominy house in East
door
of an outbuilding. There,
the
when Dan opened
Hampton
Winterthur
the
in
now
untouched, was
the Dominy collection
Museum!
My most recent find is much smaller and less significant. At one
of those "antique shows" in a local shopping mall I came across a
man from Groton, New York, who had bought the tools of a man from
Moravia who must have done a lot of traveling. His name was
A.C.Morse to judge by the stamp he used freely. Since Moravia is
not far from Auburn I was not surprised to find an Auburn Tool
Co. plow. An Ohio Tool Co. pair of match planes may also have
been made in Auburn, as was the A. Howland. The Reed/Utica and
the D.R.Barton/1832 were not far from home.
the T. TILESTON/BOSTON/Front Street for sentimental
bought
I
reasons. Then there was a pair of 1/2" hollows and rounds marked
C:TOBEY (zb). The HUDSON as shown in Pollak is lacking, probably
because the planes are too narrow for it.
Another interesting example is a JO:WILBUR. This is the earliest
moving fillister I have ever seen. It has a definitely 18th
Century appearance. The glides on the bottom of the fence for the
set screws, usually brass, are made of iron. There is no spur,
and no depth stop. It has the graceful look that we attribute to
Newport craftsmanship.
Perhaps Morse was a New Englander who came to Central New York by
way of Hudson, New York, a logical route at the time. What do we
make of a J.DONALDSON/CINT. 0 (cursive script)? A J.DONALDSON—
/J.HALL/ST.LOUIS, MO. adds to the list of Donaldson marks we
already know. Finally there is a side bead marked HENRY MILLER/ST
LOUIS MO (zb), with a very interesting eagle on the nose and
heel. Pollak lists Henry as a hardware merchant in St. Louis in
the 1850's and 60's, but as far as I know this is the first
sighting of one of his planes.

Some Wedge Finials and Rubbinas
by Hampton L. Williams
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The above two marks and wedge outlines are from a group of sixteen
planes aquired in a lot of organ builders tools . They were purchased
by a dealer from relatives of the organ builder who supposedly had the
tools for several generations.
Thirteen of the planes were marked "P.M. PECKHAM FALL RIVER" and all
bear the same owners mark "DCV" on the heel. Two of the planes were marked
"L. TIMM'," with the "DCV" owners mark (see below) and one plane was simply
stamped "WP" in a ZZB on the nose in the usual makers location. The "PM?"
marked plane, unlike the others of standard 9 1/2u length, is 10 1/4" long
with a relieved wedge.
Could this be an example of a planemaker who made the transition from the
18th Century style to 19th Century style, or possibly a father/son pair ?
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VAN BAUN in a small ZZB
in the makers location
on the nose of a 3/4" boxed
bead. Early to mid 19th
Century appearance

S. SLEEPER on the nose of
a small boxed bead in plain
border. Early 19th Century
appearance.

"VAN BAUN"

"S. SLEEPER"

HAM WILLIAM
X-4-8
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D. LONG in a ZZB in the
makers location on the nose
of a 1 1/4" rabbet. Plane
was aquired in the Lancaster,
Pa. area at a Flea lat. Possible
relation to 7. LONG, Reading, PA.?
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J. ELINE in a ZZB in the
makers location on the nose
of an unboxed sash moulder.
Plane has single iron, 9 3/8"
long and of 13th Century
appearance. Wedge is damaged
and dashed profile is conjecture.

;
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A• TULLOCH in plain border
in the rakers location on
a,Grecian ovolo with fillet
2t inches wide. Yid 19th
Century appearance.

•

•

Large PROVIDENCE stamp in ZZE.
in the makers location on the
nose of a user modified moulding
plane. Plane is 9 1/2" long with
early style wedge profile.

"PROVIDENCE"
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T. DAVIES in the makers
location on the nose of
a handled applewood plow
with boxwood arms and nuts.
Nark is in a banner.
Additional #1001 stamped on
nose overstamped 1011
Wedge a replacement.

L. VANFOSSEN in ZZB in
the makers location on the
nose of a handled reverse
ogee with square complex
moulder. Classic 18th style
offset tote. Plane is
12 7/8" long, 2" wide and
1 7/8" tall. Heavy chamfering
and tall 1 1/4" unmarked iron.

HAM WILLIATZ
X-4-9
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P.A. LANAUZE

NEW.ORLEANS

NEW-ORLEANS

A couple of NEW ORLEANS makers. Ken Roberts lists
WY. ARMSTRONG as a probable maker, address unknown.
Maybe this mark will help someone locate him in a
NEW ORLEANS directory.
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S. KERN in a ZZB on an unboxed
astragal of 18th Century appearance.
Heavy chamfers, 9 5/8" long. This
is the second KERN plane I have
aquired at farm auctions near Front
Royal, Virginia in the Shenandoah
Valley. See BARS VIII-1-5.

. .,

Mark on nose of
gutter plane.

TT55P,
Mark on iron of
gutter plane.

Either K ACKLEY or KACKLET in the makers
location on a small, handled, gutter
plane of 18th Century appearance. Plane
is 13 1/2" long, 1 3/4" wide and 2" deep.
Classic 18th Century style offset tote.
Iron bears a beautiful J: KERN stamp.
Plane was purchased from a Virginia Flea
Mkt. dealer and is still another example
of an 18th Century plane found in Virginia
bearing the KERN name.

H.WITT in the makers
location on an unusual
complex moulder. Profile
is shown actual size.

COOPER in a ZZB in the
makers location on the nose
of a 8/8 boxed bead plane.
Plane is of early 19th
Century appearance.
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A OUESTION ANSWERED
by

Eric Gannicott

In X-2-8 we asked if some Londoner could not fill us in on
a label reading A.BERRY/460LD STREET/?0SWELL RD., an unreEric Gannicott is no

corded stamping of Alfred Berry.

longer a Londoner - he now lives in Lunchburg, Virginia
but he sent us this interesting account.
The incomplete stamo is GOSWELL Rd.

- ED.

I freruently travelled that Par-

ticular road during my apprentice days in London.
I worked at an establishment on Grays Inn Rd.

Goswell Rd. was one of

the ways to travel into the older part of the city.
Aldersgate St. and then into CHEAPSIDE.

It passed through CLERKENWELL

where quite a few planemaking shops were situated.
with GOSWELL RD.

It ran into

OLD ST intersects

Messers TYZACK and PARRY had their respective estab-

lishments on OLD ST, almost opposite, in fact.
SLATER the metal plane maker used to be in the CLERKENWELL area.

G.

niLLER another metal plane maker used to have premises on AMPTON ST,
GRAYS INN RD. adjacent to where I worked.

R. Melhuish had a fine tool

shop at the end of GRAYS INN RD.
T:.7.L.GOOD1AN has a MOSELEY on GOSWELL
as such

-

T.

GOSWELL PT no lonrer exists

many of the older London streets were re-routed and renamed

during road inprovement schemes.
I bought tools during my apprenticeship from R.MELHUISH, TYZACK'S,
PARRY'S, BUCK aa-,d. 7YAN'S
ware and tool dealing shops.

BUCK and HICKMAN'S as well as smaller hardROSS and

ALEXANDER had a fine tool store

near LIVERPOOL ST Station.

X-4-11

Notes & Oueries
Bill Curtis reports examples of uncommon marks of G.(?) ANDERSON/
FRASERBURG, SPENCER/NEW.YORK and
WHITTIER & SPEAR. The last mark is
a zig-zag arc embossed on a 16"
mid 19th C jack with a Thistle
Brand iron.

Label Rubbings of
SPENCER,

ANDERSON,
WEITTIER

It's too late to do anything about
it now but as an item of news Tom
Witte's offer in his catalog of
September 1985 is worth mentioning.
Tom offered twenty five five-item
sets of 18th Century (last auarter)
English moulding planes with assorted marks for $70 a set. A cost of
$14 for a plane made before 1800
seems to us an enormous bargain.
Although it is still possible to
find an occasional oldster in the
nickel and dime range, anyone who
depends on such good fortune today
will be a long time building a
collection.

&

SPEAR.
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Bud Brown tells us of acauiring
planes by J.F.HARPER. His inmuiries
among other collectors have turned
up close to half a dozen more and,
based on the area in which they
have been found and other hints he
believes they originated somewhere between Reading and Philadelnhia, Pennsylvania.
From Dan Tleinstock: I have found
a 3/4" grooving plane by Cauldwall
(Thomas Caulwall, Birmingham 180512 BPP12 nd Ed,) BPZtrenorts an
R.Hildick iron in a plane by this
maker but my plane has a J Parkes,
Birmingham 1780-1800, iron who is
so far listed only in planes by B.
Frogatt, qabriel, and I. Sym.
Probably Cauldwell should be added
to this list.
Bill hermanek reports a mahogany
chamfer plane stamped on the front
BARON & HOGARTH.
We don't know if we've mentioned it
before but one of the rhykenoloaical reference books is The Soggy
Garlopa, subtitled The Rain in
Spain Falls mainly on the Plane.

Bill Curtis
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A

BARS

PLANE

NAMESAKE

If you are a devout believer in coincidence then you can discard magic as
the explanation of the name that matches
our acronym on this 18th Century plane.
Found by Roy Arnold and purchased by
your Secretary, the plane has a label
that is, as far as we know, unique.
BARS does not appear in the record
books but we hope very much to find
information about him now that a specimen of his work (or a plane of his ownership?) has surfaced. We assume he was
English. We will be grateful to hear
from anyone who has even the tiniest
shred of information.

THE CENSUS CORNER

-

Larry Brundage

With this bit of ink I would like to introduce you to a new feature
I hone to offer Plane Talk. In it 1' will present gleanings about planemakers as found in the Federal census records from 1790 - 1880. Starting in 1850 the census for the first time listed the occupation, exact
age and place of birth for each person. The following is an examnle of
what can be found.

On roll 514, for Jefferson County, N.Y., circa 1850

this data was noted on
Pg. 229
John F. Rawson age
Cynthia
Harriet
Layette
Pg. 230
Albert Gleason
Emily
Lucy
John Boyd
James Wakefield
It
William Wood
Pg. 242
Benjamin F. Berry
II
II
Experience
Daniel
Charles
SI
II
Emma J.

pages 229, 230 and 242 in the village of Pamelia.
36
36
13
5

planemaker

21
21
53
23
54
22

toolmaker

41
40
17
14
1

born

Vermont
N.Y.
N.Y.
Ohio

A new Name.

N.Y.
N.Y.
N.Y.
N.Y.
Vermont
N.Y. he and Gleason were
later partners.

toolmaker
carpenter
toolmaker
toolmaker
toolmaker
It

slassachusetts
New Hamshire
N.Y.
N.Y.
N.Y.

From this group of names various clues apnear that tell us something about
the craft.

I haven't located a Berry genealogy but I wouldn't be surnrised

if Benjamin wasn't the son of Ebenezer Berry of Beverly, Mass.

By noting

the age of his oldest son who, at 17 was born in 1833 in N.Y. state, we
know Benjamin was there at that time and probably working at his trade.
Going back to 1840 I found him living in nearby Watertown and living four
houses from him was John F. Rawson who now has wood boarding with him.

`11,7

theory is that Rawson worked and possibly trained under Berry and they v'ere
now passing on their skill to Wood, Gleason and Boyd.

Another ite-, to note

is the fact that Rawson's youngest was born in Ohio in 1845.
worked there on his own or with someone else for a few years.

"laybe he
Wakefield's

presence is not clear and he just might be a neighbor or maybe he also helped at the bench when needed.

These extracts I feel not only tell us more

about the planemakers but also suggest who their apprentices were where
other documentation is lacking.
X-4-14

A

BARS

PLANE

NAMESAKE
If you are a devout believer in coincidence then you can discard magic as
the explanation of the name that matches
our acronym on this 18th Century plane.
Found by Roy Arnold and purchased by
your Secretary, the plane has a label
that is, as far as we know, unique.
I BARS does not appear in the record
books but we hope very much to find
information about him now that a specimen of his work (or a plane of his ownership?) has surfaced. We assume he was
English. We will be grateful to hear
from anyone who has even the tiniest
shred of information.

THE CENSUS CORNER

-

Larry Brundage

With this bit of ink I would like to introduce you to a new feature
I hone to offer Plane Talk.

In it I will present gleanings about plane-

makers as found in the Federal census records from 1790 - 1880.

Start-

ing in 1850 the census for the first time listed the occupation, exact
age and place of birth for each person.
what can be found.

On roll 514, for Jefferson County, N.Y., circa 1850

this data was noted on
Pg. 229
John F. Rawson age
S.
Cynthia
Harriet
I.
Layette
Pg. 230
Albert Gleason
It
Emily
Lucy
John Boyd
James Wakefield
William Wood
Pg. 242
Benjamin F.
Experience
Daniel
Charles
Emma J.

The following is an example of

pages 229, 230 and 242 in the village of Pamelia.
36
36
13
5

planemaker

21
21
53
23
54
22

toolmaker

41
40
17
14

born
IS
SI
IS

toolmaker
carpenter
toolmaker
toolmaker
toolmaker

1

Vermont
N.Y.
N.Y.
Ohio

A new Name.

N.Y.
N.Y.
N.Y.
N.Y.
Vermont
N.Y. he and Gleason were
later partners.
Massachusetts
New Hamshire
N.Y.
N.Y.
N.Y.

From this group of names various clues apnear that tell us something about
the craft.

I haven't located a Berry genealogy but I wouldn't be surnrised

if Benjamin wasn't the son of Ebenezer Berry of Beverly, Mass.

By noting

the age of his oldest son who, at 17 was born in 1833 in N.Y. state, we
know Benjamin was there at that time and probably working at his trade.
Going back to 1840 I found him living in nearby Watertown and living four
houses from him was John F. Rawson who now has wood boarding with him.
theory is that Rawson worked and possibly trained under Berry and they were
now passing on their skill to Wood, Gleason and Boyd.

Another item to note

is the fact that Rawson's youngest was born in Ohio in 1845.
worked there on his own or with someone else for a few years.

Maybe he
Wakefield's

presence is not clear and he just might be a neighbor or maybe he also helped at the bench when needed.

These extracts I feel not only tell us more

about the planemakers but also suggest who their apprentices were where
other documentation is lacking.
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an
not
A wooden plane having more than one imprint on it, is
imprint
is
second
the
instances
most
In
uncommon occurance.
that
I
planes
Several British
usually that of a previous owner.
of
the
have seen, have the maker's imprint as well as the imprint
/
An example in my collection, made by SIMS
merchant who sold it.
/
LONDON also bears the dealer stamp of Wm MEMBERY / TOOL MERCHANT
BATH.
planes
"Canadian"
on
Almost one third of the imprints found
on
are hardware dealers, and not made by the firm whose imprint is
imprint
the
In a number of instances there is
the toe (or heel).
the
more
of
One
dealer.
hardware
of the maker as well as the
carried
plane
and
interesting to turn up recently was on a bench
MADE.FOR
/
AUBURN
/
CO
/
the following stamps: Z.J.M'MASTER &
A second plane in
C.W.JENKINS / KINGSTON (all in zig zag borders).
the
lines
as
three
the Jim Blower collection, has the same last
N.Y.
previous plane, but made and marked YOUNG & McMASTER / AUBURN
separate
two
and
NY
are
(again in zig zag borders - the Auburn
stamps)
imprint
of
the
example
has
interesting
rather
Another
the
H.L.JAMES / WILLIAMSBURGH / MASS on the toe and the imprint of
(all
in
heel.
Montreal hardware firm CRATHERN & CAVERHILL on the
zig zag borders)
are
over
S.DALPE
firm
of
Quebec
Three planes made by the
has
plane
stamped by three different firms as follows: 1. a bench
location
(The
the imprint of GEO. ALLAN / WARRINGTON over S.DALPE
both
the
however,
unknown,
of the firm of Geo. Allan is as yet,
Allan and Dalpe stamps appear to be made by the same stampmaker, as
is
This
plane
2.
identical. )
the letter size and font style is
marked S.DALPE / ROXTON POND (in zig zag borders) and has TROY TOOL
CO. stamped twice - once over each line of the Dalpe stamps. 3. The
S.DALPE
/
bordered
zig
zag
third plane is also marked with the
WOOD
/
with
diagonally
overstamped
is
ROXTON POND stamps, and
HAMILTON.
their
order
preferred
to
still
Some of the hardware firms
the
imprints
planes from Britain, an example in my collection has
Co
/
HARDWARE
VOKES
THE
and
SON
/
GLASGOW
of A.MATHIESON &
LIMITED,TORONTO.
we
as
It appears to me that the more one digs into the past,
questions
tool collectors do in our search for knowledge, the more
The
where
out
find
I am still trying to
we turn up unanswered.
Hopefully, one day
Troy Tool Company was and who was George Allan.
even
to
on
these and other answers will be found and we can move
greater

heights.

r--

SOME QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
by

Jerald

Goolsby

1. On a Dutch round plane 10 5/8" long P D with crown. Each
letter on a seperate punch with a "clover leaf" border. The
iron has Roman numerals XXVIIII on one side with a symbol and
name on the other, see rubbings.
2. On a right and left handed, double full boxed 1/2" beading
plane is the mark of P. QUIGLEY (arched above) 914 MARKET ST./
SAN FRANCISCO. Was he a retailer or a new maker? One iron is
from Humphyreysville Mfg. Co., the other has no markings.
3. Was there a working relationship between B. PARKER, Hingham,
Ma. -1849- and T.TILESTON/BOSTON (without front street stamp)?
4. It seems that at some time W.BUTCHER was a partner in the
straight razor business. See the rubbing of the circle-B-,
arrow, and maltese cross for WADE & BUTCHER/SHEFFIELD.
5. A plane iron from W.GREAVES/& SONS made of ELEC---/BORACIC/
STEEL. The cap iron is marked SHEAF WORKS.
6. I've found a MATHIESON/EDIN boxed bead, 9-3/8" long. The
stamp is incuse and cursive. The EDIN has a tail like a small
"W". The owners? stamp is also incuse-cursive, J REID. The
wedge fits well in front and sides with the front angle being
104 degreesfrom the left rear of the plane, but the rear of
thewedge is 109 degrees while the slot is only 91 degrees. It
doesn't seem reasonable to me. Would someone compare the wedge
profile with other Mathieson's wedges. What is your opinion on
when this one was made?
7. Carved on the toe of a 1-1/4" skew rabbet plane 9-7/32"
long with wide flat chamfers and relieved wedge are the
initials T F.
8. A variant to Mr. Goodmans addresses for NORRIS & SON/
23 YORK RD./ LAMBETH S.E.
9. Does anyone know of a retailer named: BARKER & ILLSLEY/
273 & 275 STATE ST.? What city and what years? I have a
skew rabbet from Ohio Tool Co. owned by C.D.Roberts and
J.Caskell.
10. WM. ENDERS/OAK LEAF BRAND/ ST.LOUIS,MO. also maintained
"Enders Sales Company" New York. I have an "Enders Dollar Razor"
by that company, but also an OAK LEAF breast drill without
Enders name or city.
11. On the heel of a cast metal block plane 6-1/4" long by
1-11/16" wide, non-adjustable, with blade angle of 30 degrees
is the name AMER.!TOOL WFDRY/CO. At one time it was painted
orange.
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SPOKESHAVES & SIMILAR TOOLS
By Thomas C. Lamond
BEADERS & MOLDING TOOLS...Circa 1885
WINDSOR BEADERS
In my quest for information related
to spokeshaves and similar tools,
of which I include some headers and
molding tools, I have real ized that
four different beading tools were
patented in the United States within
a period of eleven months. One more
was patented within the next nine
months. These account for five of
the seven patents related to beaders,
with opposite handles simi lar to
spokeshaves, between the years 1870
and 1907. (The seven I am aware of.)
Three of the beaders were patented by
men using Windsor, Vermont as their
address. '.I have been unable to determine if there was any specific connection between the two pairs of men
who are credited with the patents;
Messrs. L.V. Pool and O.E. Wil l iams
and Messrs. E.P. Kendal and A.S. Vose.
These four individuals account for
what are commonly referred to as
"Windsor Beaders".
The T.B. Rayl & Co. Catalogue issued
sometime in the late 1880's (after
July 1887) includes an avertisement
for a..."new beading S mciUlding tool".
The advertisement indicates the tool
takes the place of the.: ."old Windsor
Hand Beader shown on peg`e of our former
catalogue." (I noticed the page and
the date are not included.) The particular beader represented varies
somewhat from the original drawings
included as part of Patent No. 326,425
but it is substantially simi lar to
credit it to Kendall S Vose. The
wording of the advertisement or catalogue description, combined with the
fact that the beader in question has
a metal body, suggests that the makers
were not one and the same. There is
also a strong possibil ity that the
wood bodied beaders were not even made
In Windsor but in a nearby community.
Consider also, that the three
beaders in question were all patented

within a relatively short period
of time. This might lead to the
supposition that some degree of
competition exhisted. (J.A. Traut's
patent, ultimately the Stanley No.66,
was patented shortly thereafter;
February of 1886, Patent No.335,856)
The most prevalent verson of the
three 1885 beaders is Patent No.
319,161 by Wi l l iams and Poole. This
was their second patent. Their
first, No. 313,617 was credited In
opposite order, Poole & Wil l iams.
The second most encountered beader
Is the Kendal l S Vose patent,
Patent No. 326,435.
The two more prevalent styles underwent a variety of minor design
changes or manufacturing variations
Indicative of many products made
over a period of time. It Is quite
possible that each of these beaders
were made for some per tod of time
preceding the actual patent dates
and extending to sometime considerably after the 1880's. No patent
models were submitted for any of
these beaders so no comparisons of
original designs are available to
establ ish the actual design used
upon commencement of manufacture
and no dates are known at this time
Indicating when the beaders were
discontinued. I have seen at least
three distinct variations of the
Kendall & Vose beader and a good
number of the Wil l iams & Poole
later verson beader.
I am curious to know more about
these beaders; who were the actual
makers? where were they located?
when were they actively making the
beaders? Anyone with any additional
information or comments is encouraged
to contact this writer:
Tom Lamond, 30 Kelsey Place,
Lynbrook, N.Y. 11563
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I.. T. POOLE & 0 E. WILLIAMS.

E.P.LE1W/I.L & 1.3.40SE.
JE12130 TOOL.

TOOL n1 1111E30 10101300 01 M0LD0308.

Patented Mar. 10, 1885.

No. 313.817.

No. 125.435.

Patontod Sept. 15. 1885.
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NEW BEADING AND MOULDING TOOL.
Potent

September

as. 1883.

0. E. WILLIAMS & L. Y. POOLE.
No. 319,181.

1150 ILIZEL
Pstontod Juno 1, 1885.
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(similar to spokeshaves)
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PATENT NO.

DATE

TITLE

PATENTEE(s)

107,653

Sept.27,1870

Bench Plane

Boynton, C.E.

313,617

Mar. 10,1885

Tool For Making Beading
6 Molding

Poole, L.V. It
Wil l iams, 0.E.

319,161

June

Hand leader

Will iams, 0.E.
Poole, L.V.

326,425

Sept.15,1885

Beading Tool

Kendal l , E.P.
Vase, A.S.

335,856

Feb.

9,1886

leading Tool

Traut, J.A.

352,056

Nov.

2,1886

Beading Tool

Hildebrand, O.E.

863,803

Oct. 22,1907

Beading or Molding Tool

Pel irin, A.

2,1885

ing?.
Can Someone Supply An Appropriate Wedge Trac
by Carl Schintzel
Bronze casting.

9/16" wide, cutter

tang was 1/4" wide.

Body is semi-finished

sand casting with no visible maker 71,arks.
Owner before me received it from an old
auto body maker in Detroit who had worked
coaches.

'oNT cavity fr)r wed2e and iron shows no machin
except for flat of iron area in throat. The cavity
is approximately 1/4" wide.

Notes & Oueries
Ery Schaffer reports an !.MOORS (zb)
tongue plane, handled. A grooving
plane to match has also been seen.
Length of tongue plane is 12 5/16"
and is of beech; has nice flat
chamfers and early appearance. who
is I.MOORS?
Bud Brown has reported a pair of
handled match planes with screw arms
marked J.T.JONES, a found-in-America
ChRIS DOWDEN quarter round and a
three deck, rather oval shaped
label of G.G.MERRICK/ME/THOMASTON on
a sash plane with almost vertical
double blades a la Tolman.

e
In regard to the quarter round plan
listed in X-1-10, John Haltmeyer
has a 3 3/4" cornice molding plane
with the same mark FARLEY CHRISTed
MAN & CO. He found this firm list
in the Dubuque County Iowa History
and also found them listed as hardware dealers in the early 1850's in
Dubuque.
Carl Schintzel tells us about a
skewed rabbet plane which is slightly under three quarters of an inch
wide and is marked J.HEDDEN on the
front and has owner's initials
chisel-incised on the back, A W H.
It doesn't show in the Pollak's
book.
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TRANSITIONAL AND METALLIC PLANE INFCRmATION
RCCER K. SMITH, Editor

UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE.

W. B. 0E017E11,
PLANE.

No. 108,586.

WINSLOW D. GLOVER, OF BOSTON, MASSACITUSETTB:

PATENTED OCT. 25, 1870.

IMPROVEMENT IN PLANES.
Fir.l.

Spocineatioo forming port of Letters Patera No. 1011.31114, doted Odor= Z,18Pp.

AL'

Flr.3

cfc . •

6" f

o all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, W. B. GLOVER, of Boston, in the county of Suffolk and !Rather Massachusetts, have invented a new and valuable
Improvement in Planes; and I do hereby declare that the. following is a full, clear, and
exact description Of the construction and op.
of the same, reference being -had to
---,-..%eration
the annexed drawings, making a path of this
specification, and to the letters and figures of
reference marked thereon.
Figure 1 ofthe drawings is a representation
of &central vertical longitudinal section of my
invention. Fig. 2 iu a front view of the bed•
plate and slide. Fig. 3 is a front view of the
plane-bit and its regulating-key. Fig. 4 is a
front -view of the binding-plate. Figs. 5, 6,
gnu ? are details.
My invention relates to planes; and it consists, mainly, in the conOruction and novel
arrangement of devices, whereby the plane.
bit can be regulated at will and with certainty.
The letter A of the drawings designates the
plane-stock, of wood or iron.. To this is Stied
a bed-piece, D, -which is secured firmly to the
stock by means of screws a a.
Upon the bed -piece is arranged a slide C,
having a wedge-like end, c, which is pressed
forward by the inclined portion e of the bed.
piece when the slide i S. depressed, thereby advancing the plates which compose the planebit and lessening the throat-opening. 'When
Prez it is desired to widen the 'throat to admit
larger shavings, theslide is drawn up by means
of the lever 1), pivoted to the bed-piece B, as
6 hown. The slide is kept close to the bed•
piece, when elevated, by means of its tongue
c, which is at ranged to work in an inclined
slot,!, in the bed -piece. The lever D therefore
operates, through the slide C, to regulate the
size of the throat or opening through 31 hich
the shavings pass.
I' designates the plane-bit, which is secured
to its cap E by Menns of a screw in the ordi•
Wary inanner. Through the cap E are formed
two openings—onc above the screw and the
other below. A notch, t, is formed at the side
of the upper opening, and in this notch works
the toe ii of the lever or key 0, which is pi v•
otcd eccentrically on the pin A, fOrliled on the
shouldee F—a part of t he bed -plat e. The shoul•

William B. Hilton of Mass. has located a 22" wood
fore plane with an adjustment feature patented by
Winslow B. Glover of Boston. This was patent NO.
108,586 issued (AA. 25, 1870. The specimen plane
does not have all the features shown in the patent
drawings, in particular, the slide C illustrated at
left. The cutter is stamped W.B. Gli)V1,12 PAT.APD
FOR. He used a 2!2" w. double iron by A.L. WHITING
CO. WORCESTER. The plane was mfr. by H. WELIS
611JAAMSBMG, MASS. (1847-56). Apparently Glover
converted traditional wooden planes for his purposes. One other identical plane, except for size,
is known, but some parts are missing.
We would like to hear of any other samples.

•

der F also serves to keep the plane-bit right
as it fits in the longitudinal slot thereof. B
moving the handle of Hie lever 0 to the righ
the plane•bit is lowered, and, reversely,
movement to the left will elevate IL
The parts are bound together by the plat
H, curved in form, and arranged 60 that it
ends only bear upon the cap. A recess i
formed in Oa upper end to receive. the ea
panded end of the key G, and a circular de
preLsion is made i n its face, the bottom of whic
is formed into two semi ci realer inclined planet
r r, arranged to operate in connection with tw
eimilar inclined planes, It, formed on theundt
aide of the binding-key K. This binding-key i
secured to the bed -plate by means pt the serer
L, formed with a large head, which it passe
through an opening in the bed -plate, havin
.notch or contraction, i, in its lower sidt
The head of the screw is moved downward I
the direction of this notch until the neck
embraced by it. A. slight turn of the key II
causing the inclined planes to act upon eac
other, will bind all the parts tightly together
In order to admit the head of the bindirti
screw, the wood of the stock is slightly ems
voted at II.,
• A. plane constructed with the above app1
ancesis capable of being operated ins salisfau
tory manner. No violence—as striking wit
a hammer or mallet —is needed. If the thros
requires alteration, the binder is loosened
a turn of the key K, and the slide C then retc
hated by the lever D. A turn of the key 'I
will make all tight again. The key 0 I t
Isles the bite of the plane-bit, and on accoar
of its great leverage will operate without lb
necessity of previously loosening the binder.
\Vhat I claim as my invention, and desire t
secure by Letters Patent, is—
I. The lever or key 0, pivoted to the be
plate, and arranged to engage with the en
iron E, thereby regulating the trite of the plant
bit, as specified.
2. The slide C, operated by means of th
lever or key D, in combination with the be
Plate B, having an inclined plane, e, all oor
structed and arranged to regulate the use c
the throat of the plane, as specified.
3. Attached :to the bed -plate A, the can
lever IC, in combination with the aemicircula

In testimony that I claim the nbore I bar
inclined planes r r of the bent binding-platen,
all consti ucted and arranged to operate as hereunto subscribed my name in the pre.--e.tn
two witnesses.
of
specified.
4. The slide C, having tongue e', in combiW-LNSLOW B. GLOVER
nation with a bed-plate having an inclined slot,
1, as specified.
Witnesses:
5. The combination of the kvers D, G, and
H. R. PBTLBRICK,
K, plates B, E, and H, and slide C, all (-conIt M. LLVDI-Er.
structed and arrnnged to operate as specified,

T
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DOES BMER WORK THAN ANY
YET PRODUCED.

The Rodier Patent

The face of the Plane is made

Maiie.

DOUBLE

IRoN

t'LANE

siNuous onoovEs,

with

AIR SPACE, which rumcri.v LESsENS
FRICTION, MO works mUCII EASIER than a lierleetly smooth
face, and Tututouont.v ovEncoNnis the difficulty experiTiluS PRODHC.ING AN

enced by straight, grooved faces.

All complicated
Will

Smooth

AGAINST

AS

attachments are done away with.

ANY

WITH

KIND OF

THE

Wool/

GRAIN,

AND

AS

FQ17ALLI
RETIE!:

WELL

Tit kN ANY

double iron plane YET produced.
It has the most EXCELLENT DEVICE BSC(' to regulate the
II I I I

utittu

thickness

or shaving, and at

the SAME movpmENT OPEN-

ING or CLOSING the TUROAT proportionately to receive the
The above cut shows the Rodier Patent Single Iron
Bench Plane.

same.
By this tomer. ALONE we always have in hand a JACK

It consists of an improved knife carriage

pivoted between the side walls of the stock.

Improved

devices for operating the knife carriage and knife to gov-

or

PLANE,

though virtually

having but

We thoroughly OVERCOME the LOST mums:

ern the depth of the cut ; improved construction and ar-

ATrAcnmErrs, used on all other iron

in

Scum

removing the plane from the hoard, and by the use

°UV CAM ATTACHMENT, as the SLIGHTEST MOVEMENT

or the

or the

As time is money, every mechanic shonld he the owner
They can be atljusted in

of one or more of these planes.

We claim for this Plane the following points of superi-

ilium()

wheel in rear of knife changes the thickness ()I the shavill!r,

rednee the thickness of the shaving from that of a Jack
Plane to that of a Smoothing Plane.

ONE

planes, by

rangement of parts whereby the operator can, without

fingers of the hand grasping the rear handle of the plane,

the twinkle of an eye, thus saving a great. amount

or

ti ne and vexation spent in adjusting other planes.

ority over all others:

.

SMOOTH

PLANE.

The handles being made of a new pattern are sure to

IT IS THE SIMPLEST.
THE EASIEST TO WORK.

fit and fill the hand, thus overcoming the cramped feeling
produced by the old style handle.
The operator is not confined to the use of the knife of

3
knife of proper width and thickness will answer; and the
mechallie saves nil id

any one maker, but the plane is so constructed that any

time and labor by using only the

4

single cutting iron.
One of these planes, well

taken

care of, will

last a

Lifetime.
Our cutting irons are made of the best steel, and are of
the finest quality and finish.
Extra irons may he obtained at any time, as we keep a
stock constantly on hand.

All devices and attachments that form a Part
of this Plane are secured by LETTERS-PATENT.

the Cain Wheel to the left to increase thickness and open
the throat, and to the right to reduce the thickness and
close the throat.
In addition to the above directions it may be found
necessary, in planing very hard or cross-grained timber,
to close the throat still finer, which can be done by gently
driving the Iron in n little further, and turning the Cam
Wheera . very, little

to the right.. This tieing done, brings
the cutting edge exactly to the lace of Plane, and closes
the throat to a nicety.
Like all other tools it must be kept in good order to do

!hie work.

• •410.

:Every

GENERAL DIRECTIONS
For Adjusting the Rotifer Patent Single Iron Bench l'Ianc.

The Cutting Iron is held firmly in place by
and Thumb Screw.
To REmovE THE IRON: Place the Plane
smooth and level surface, loosen the Thumb

I'llatics

Laflin Manufacturing Co.,
SOLE MANUFACTURE RS,

the Cap
flat

to &Live 1.4ot D.CaelIon.

Warranted

WESTFIELD,

on a

-

-

MASS.

Screw, re-

move

the Cap, and draw the Iron up and out.
IRON :
Place the Plane on a level surface
as before: turn the Cain Wheel till the points on hub
•Cam Wheel and Cam Post intersect ; with the right hand
place the Iron into the stock, with its cutting edge resting
upon the level surface upon which the Plane rests, with
the linger or thumb of the left hand firmly holding it back
To Spa ills

or

against the Trunnion Bar ; now with the right hand place
the Cap firmly down into the harness, tighten the Thumb
Screw securely, and the Plane is ready to operate.
To
OPEN

REcuLATE THE THICENESs OF SHAVING, AND TO
CLOSE TI1E THROAT PROPORTIONALLY:
Turn

OR

P1R.ICM LIST%
smourii
JACK

PLANE,

PLANE,

JOINTER

•

PLANE,

9 incites, 2A cut,
ii

15

22

Ii

-

$.3 0O

-

350
5 00

Sold by Agents awl at the Factory, and by all FirstClass Bard wore Decriers.
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NAPOLEON & JULIUS ERLANDSEN
METALLIC PLANE MAKERS
IsHAV1a)111( cm;1885-1925

•

John Treggiari of Mass., has sent us copies
of pages fran the Hamnacher, Schlesmer &Co.
Catalogue NO. 324, Tools for Piano 'Avers, Reglators and Repairers (c. 1900-02).
It shows the rabbet & mitre planes mfr. by
Napoleon & Julius Erlandson (a father-son team)
who worked in N.Y.C., c. 1885-1925. Since this
catalog is c. 1900-02 the planes were only being
made by Julius because his father had died in
1899 or early 1900. Julius Erlandsen was
listed as a "piano tool maker" in N.Y.C. directories until 1925. Fancy bow drills of brass,
ivory & rosewood are also known marked ERLAND
SEN. Most Erlandsen mitre planes observed are
equipped with single irons provided by BUCK
111"0111116. (See P-TAMPIA , pp. 208-209 for
Acre information on the Erlandsens.)
The Stanley NOS. 92, 93 & 94 rabbet planes
were also illustrated in the same H. & S. Cat.
(The numbers shown are H. & S. Cat. numbers
only)
By comparing the price differences we can
understand why Erlandsen planes are scarce.
Only a very successful or "gentleman" woodworker could afford them.

No. 130

Rabbet

plane.

Iron,

nickel-plated,

512/

in.

Cutter

No. 109

Iron rabbet plane, nickel-plated, square, 6 x 194 in., solid
stock
Each, $4.85

No. 110

Iron rabbet plane, nickel-plated, square, 7%x11 in , solid
stock
Each, $8.50

No. 111

Iron rabbet plane, nickel-plated, skew, 7%x 31 in , solid
stock
Each, $9.00

long, g in.
Each, $1.43

in. long, 1 in.
Each, $1.78

No. 131

Rabbet plane.
cutter

Iron, nickel-plated, 612/

No. 132

Rabbet plane.
cutter

Iron, nickel-plated, VA in. long, 154 in.
Each, $2.05

:Z
iWATIRENTED
CAST STE11..,,

Buck Brothers trademark used on
the cutters equipped with the
Erlandsen Mitre Planes.

No. 1 1 2

Iron smooth plane, nickel-plated, 73ix14 in., with 15/2 in.
Each, $8.00
cutter .

Iron smooth plane, nickle-plated, 8x254 in., with 154 in.
Each, $8.50
cutter .
174
in.
in.,
with
874x254
No. 113B Iron smooth plane, nickel-plated,
Each, $9.00
cutter .
No. 113

LAFLIN MFG. CO., Westfield, Mass,
Manufacturers of

LAFLIN MFC. CO.'S

PAT. IMPROVED STEAM
HEATING APPARATUS.

Pat. Single Iron Plane
Made of extra quality iron. A
practical labor-saving tool. Cuts
against the grain equally as well
as with it Can be adjusted instantly to cut a course or fine
shaving, and €xcels any double
iron plane ever produced.

Advertisement for Rodier's Patented Planes as manufactured by the Laflin
Manufacturing Co. of Westfield, Mass., Iron Age, August 8, 1880.
Paul Kebabian, of Vermont, has turned up an 8 page
The catalog is 7robab1y late 1879 or early 1880.
booklet advertising the Roder patented planes mfr. by
(See P-TAMPIA pp. 183-185 for note information on
the Laflin Mfg. Co. of Westfield, Mass. The four imRodier & the Laflin Mfg. Co.
portant pages are reproduced on the facing page. The
Our thanks to Paul for allowing us' to reproduce
other four pages only list "sales testimonials" fram
this rare booklet.
"satisfied" customers.
No. 212,986 - Mar. 4, 1879. L.C. Rodier -Westfield, Mass. Laflin Mfg. Co,
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(No Model.)

231,331

(No Model.)

F. KRAENGEL.
Bench Plane.

F. KRLENG.F.L.
Bench Plane..
Patented Aug. 17, 1880.

No. 231,331.

No. 231,331.
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Patented Aug, 17. 1880.
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Ton Witte of Michigan, has found a block plane with the features patented by Frederic Kraengel of Buffalo, N.Y. This was patent NO. 231,331
issued August 17, 1880. Since the printing quality of our specification sheet is so poor we only show the drawings. However, you may write to
the Patent & Trademark Office, Box 9, Washington, 1). C. 20231. A copy of the patent drawing and specifications can be obtained for ONE DOLLAR
EACH. Be. sure to indicate patent nunber.
4.

